Nawagi (AC, orig. AIAS, O'G, 'RLS'), Negegi (T), Nyawigi (SAW, RMD), Njawigi (AIAS)

Dixon has collected salvage amounts (several hundred words). A few partial speakers remain but possibly little more can be obtained from them.

'man' : djinga (RMD); dingga (T)

105.2a* Wulgurugaba **** Palm & Magnetic Y134 (AIAS Y135)
Islands & for c.20
miles round Townsville (AC)

Wulgurugaba (AC, PS, AIAS), Wulgurukaba (T, SAW, O'G, 'RLS'), Wulguru (PS), Mun-ba-rah (Gribble), tribal names speaking different dialects (from PS): Manbara (Manbarra), Buluguyban, Nhawalgaba (Townsville tribal name)

Originally listed with Mari languages. Dixon, working mainly on Tindale's list says it shares c. 50% common vocabulary with Njawigi. Sutton recorded some in 1970. He mentions six who know something in two dialects. Hence salvageable amounts may still be possible.

'man' : ilgora (Manbara); ngunbar (Nhawalgaba) (PS); il'gu:ra (T)

105.2b* Yuru Mouth of Burdekin River E48 (AIAS E62)
(AC)

Yuru (T, O'G, 'RLS', AC, orig. AIAS), Yuru (AIAS)

Sutton thinks this dialect probably belongs here. It is presumed extinct.

105.2c* Bindal Burdekin River to Cape E9 (AIAS E61)
Cleveland to Leichhardt Range (AC)

Bindal (T, O'G, 'RLS'), Bindel (AC, orig. AIAS)

Sutton also places this dialect with Njawigi. Presumed extinct.